
2021 Annual Meeting MSC, FOMH, and Town of Middlebury 
 
MSC: Rick Marshall 
FOMH: Michael McAuliffe, David Cole 
Town: Kathleen Ramsey, Bill Kernan, Howard Widelitz 
 

1. Yearly Town feedback & discussion on FOMH facility management 
a. Rick just received a last batch of bills through the town. Electricity bills are 

going straight to FOMH, but the other utilities and debt service bills are still 
routing through the town. Can we speed up that pass through? 

b. Kathleen received positive feedback on family rental program and 
encouraged some continued family rental going forward if possible. 

c. Summer lunch program and Camp Kookamunga – generally positive 
feedback so far. Free lunch ended last week, Camp ends this week. 
Benches are well received from campers. 
 

2. Insurance inspection – pending notes & closeout 
a. Both items have been rectified 
b. Rick will take photos and send them to Bill 

 
3. Roof assessment/evaluation status  

a. Dustin reached out to AC Hawthorne, no response yet. 
b. Previous leaks in addition roof remedied under warranty. VT Roofing in 

Rutland did the work 
c. There are a couple places in the roof over the ice surface, likely failed 

fasteners, where there are leaks from wind driven rain. 
d. Open Question: Building is almost 30 years old, does the roof need 

repair/replacement and on what schedule? 
e. Open Question: Are there benefits to be realized by linking a roof project 

with a solar project? 
f. Info sharing: Email from Bill Ford noted typical load per square ft, but we 

don’t have a specific evaluation for MSC. 
g. All of the paperwork and planning from the original construction is 

available in MSC office. Rick will locate it. 
h. Question: Could the Energy Committee help with the cost of the structural 

assessment of the MSC roof? Howard suggests this is possible and will 
take the question to the committee for approval. 

i. Next Steps: 
i. Rick will find the original plans and setup a review meeting with 

Howard. 
ii. Bill will provide options for the roof assessment and provide them to 

Howard. 
iii. Kathleen stresses that roof assessment and determing a potential 

replacement timeline should be first priority. 
 



4. Vermont Gas service to replace propane 
(Rick forwarded info from VGS in advance) 

a. Est. at least $5k per year in energy savings & 29k lbs carbon reduction 
b. Engineers determined that the preferred way to bring in service would be 

through parking lot to back corner of MSC near tennis courts. 
c. Request submitted for a quote for converting hardware over, waiting for 

that quote to come in. 
d. Open Question: To what degree does the town need to be involved or to 

provide approvals to VT gas?  
e. Kathleen notes that the energy committee has expressed some interest. 

Howard notes that the energy committee is looking into waste water 
treatment options for producing methane. This may factor into the town’s 
long term energy strategy.  

f. VT Gas will be doing a study on how much methane could be generated 
through wastewater treatment, study results pending. 

g. Rick provided an overview of the appliances in MSC using LP. 
h. Kathleen asks about timelines – Rick says no specific timeline, waiting to 

hear what it decided to do with the courthouse. Rick is moving forward 
with LP purchase for this year. 

i. Rick will send Kathleen updates as they become available. 
j. Based on current cost estimates and increased amount for LP, potential 

cost savings would be well above $5k per year. 
 

5. Parking lot to front door sidewalk futures (placement, repaving, handrail) 
a. Rick suggests pushing the sidewalk further away from the building to 

reduce risk of snow runoff 
b. Mike asked adding a handrail & repaving to eliminate dips and ice slicks 
c. Bill has reviewed the sidewalk and approved replacing 4 broken sidewalk 

panels. This would be included in next year’s budget if approved by town. 
d. Handrail wouldn’t work with the current sidewalk because it is too narrow 

for the town’s plowing strategy. Bill suggests if the sidewalk is to be moved 
further from building or a handrail added, a larger project and investment 
would be needed. 

e. Kathleen suggests that the town can have one of their engineering firms 
take a look and suggest some options for a new walkway plan. This will 
incur some expense to the town. 
 

6. Status of FOMH Board research into solar electricity options; establish town’s 
infrastructure and energy goals for MSC, ground rules for agreements, funding, 
benefits, etc between FOMH, the Town and any 3rd parties 

a. Mike provided a background on FOMH’s initial research on this topic 
b. Dave provided an overview of the research options he’s done so far, 

including options for installing panels, buying into an offsite array, or 
leasing out MSC roof space for a 3rd party array. 



c. Howard – Since electricity bill goes to FOMH, a solar solution may not 
count against net metering for the town. (If combined, there is a 500-hour 
net metering limit. If they are separate, the limit doesn’t apply) 

d. Group agrees that the net metering question remains unclear and would 
influence any position the town might take. Kathleen suggests that 
Howard follow up with the utility committee for a finding on this issue. 

e. Conversation about potential benefit in offsetting new debt service cost for 
a project through the project’s annual savings. 

f. Observation that a 1 cent benefit pull back is scheduled end of August, 
next pull back TBD. General agreement that it would be premature to 
commit in any direction prior to the roof assessment, which most likely 
can’t be done before the end of August. 

g. Question: Are there any potential funds available through state/feds that 
could cover a solar project? Kathleen states that current funds are for 
water, sewage, and broadband infrastructure projects. There might be 
solar funding available in future programs or a federal infrastructure 
package, but that is TBD. 

h. Question: If there are local investors who want to do a project at MSC, 
how would that work? In high level terms: 

 
i. Designate an “A” investor group and a “B” investor group. 
ii. The “A” investors take the tax credits to fund the array. 
iii. The “A” investors have ownership for 6 years, then the “B” group 

would take ownership 
iv. In that scenario it could be a partnership between the town “B” and 

the investors “A” 
v. NEXT STEPS – Howard will work with the energy commission to 

sort out the metering question and setup the roof assessment. This 
will include discovery on whether there is any opportunity for 
savings if a roof replacement project included a solar component  
 

7. Spring activity overview 
a. Renewed interest from VT Brew, no specific conflicts with town activities 

and an expressed willingness to schedule around any town events 
b. Prom & graduation events all went well. MUHS, MUMS, and Mary Hogan 

all very happy with a single setup 
 
Overall Meeting Next Steps 

- Rick to take photos of issues resolved for insurance inspection and send photos 
to Bill. 

- Rick will find the original MSC roof plans and review them with Howard. 
- Bill will provide options for the roof assessment and provide them to Howard. 
- Rick will continue to work with VT Gas and share info with Kathleen 
- Kathleen will talk with town engineer firm about potential sidewalk redesigns 
- Bill will provide Howard with options for roof assessment 



- Howard will follow-up with energy commission for approval on roof assessment 
assistance 

- Howard will follow up with utility commission for clarity on net metering question 
- Mike, Kathleen, and Howard will monitor state and federal options that might help 

offset costs through grant programs.  


